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Abstract. The hot-film anemometer and its associated electronics have now been brought to

a highlevel of performance
and reliability.Enoughmeasurements
of one-dimensional
turbulent
spectrahave now been obtainedto establishwith sufficientreliability the form of the highwave-numberspectrum.Accordingto the Kolmogoroff hypothesis,this form is universal in
shapeand its scalingparametersdependonly upon the kinematicviscosityv and the rate o.f
energydecayper unit masse.Thus,when v is known,measurementof any part of the spectrum
permitsdeterminationof e. In the presenceof maskingnoise,an upperlimit may be placedon
e. These conceptsare illustrated with somemeasurementstaken near the sea surfacein the
presenceof waves.

Recent measurementsof the spectrumof turbulenceat very high Reynoldsnumberin a tidal
siream (Grant, Stewari, and Moilliei [1962],
hereafter referred to as paper 1) have given
strongsupportto the Kolmogoroffhypothesis.
This hypothesisstatesthat at sufficientlyhigh
wave number the statistical structure of turbu-

(This definitionof T (k) is that usedin paper 1
and by Hinze [1959], but is twice that usedby
Batchclot [1953] and by some other authors.)
In theseexpressions,
u is the turbulent velocity
componentin the direction of x, k is the wave
number, and L is a length scale taken so that
L >> k-•. Accordingto the hypothesis,• (k)

lencehas a universalform, and that the scaling must be of the form
parametersdependonly upon e, the rate of en•(•) --' (•1/4•õ/4F(•3/4(•-1/4)
ergy decay per unit mass, and upon v, the
kinematic viscosity.

The hypothesisimpliesthat at highwavenumbers the turbulence is isotropic. A one-dimensionalspectrumis thus sufficientto describethe
completehigh-wave-number
spectrum.We define the one-dimensionalspectral energy density
functionF (k) by

1/45/4F(•/•s)

(3)

F(k/k,) is a universal function of its argument
k/k, -- k v•/' •-•/' and is eo•on to all fields of
turbulence for which the hypothesisis valid.
There are no clear-cut rules deaneatingthe range
of v•idity of the hypothesis. However, it is
likely to be applicable for wave numbers sufficiently large that their characteristictime constant is much less than the time required for
the large-scalemotions to change their statis$ical prope•ies sig•ficantly. It is also necessary
that the energy in these wave numbers be derived from larger-scaleturbulence, and not •rectly from the mean flow field.
The measurementsreported in paper I were
obtained by towing a hot film flowmeter some
15 meters deep in a region of very intense tur-

•(k)
-'-L--l{fo
Lu(x)e
ikx
dx}
'{fo
•u(x)e-i•dx}
(1)
=

(2)

• Based on a paper presentedat the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysics sponsored
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geo-

physicsand the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

bulencebut very smallsurfacewaves.The prope•ies of this turb•ence shouldcloselymeet the
condition for validity of the Kolmogoroff hy-
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terminingan upper limit for e, usingmeasurements of turbulencein the presenceof wavesas
the example.
It is evident that, if log •0is plotted against

6

log k, all curvesof the form (3) can be derived
from one such curve by simple translations.
Moreover,for givenv, a changein e by a factor
a resultsin a displacementof the curve by
• log a, both horizontally and vertically. In
practicethe followingprocedureis used:
A plot of log F(k/k,) versuslog k/k, is prepared,and the point (0, 0) is locatedandmarked
(Fig. 1). For the measuredspectrum,a plot of
log •0(k) versuslog k is preparedon the same
scale.Now if the measuredspectrumis free of
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Fig. 1. The normalizedspectrumfunction F(k/k,).

pothesis,and the measuredspectraagreefairly
well, but not exactly,with thosecalculatedby
Reid [1960] from the theories of Heisenberg
[1948] and of Kovasznay[1948]. The reasoning
leading to the theoretical spectra is not sufficiently compellingto causeus to prefer either
to the experimentalones,so we have chosenas

noiseand nonturbulentsignals,and if Kolmogoroff's hypothesisis valid for the measuredturbulent field, the two plots can be made to coincide. When in coincidence,the point (0, 0) on
the F(k/k,) curve will correspondto the point

(log eTMr-•/', log eTMr'/') on the • (k) curve.For

a given value of v but varying values of e, the
locusof the point (0, O) on the F(k/k,) curve
will be a straight line of slope+ 1 through (log
v-•/', log r•/').
If the measured•0(k) spectrumcontainsnoise
or other spurioussignals,the fit may nevertheour best estimate of F(k/k,) what we consider lessbe attempted.A line of slope q-1 is drawn
to be the best of the experimentalspectra re- through the point (log r -•/', log r•/'), and the
so that the point
ported in paper 1. This spectrumis reproduced F (k/ks) curveis superimposed
(0,
0)
always
lies
on
this
line.
With this conin Figure 1.
straint
the
position
is
sought
for
which no point
When the same apparatus is used to attempt
turbulence measurementsin the presence of on the •0(k) curvefalls within (to the lowerleft
waves, or at much lower intensities,difficulties of) the F(k/k,) curve. The extreme positionof
arise. The signal-to-noiseratio decreasesgreatly, the F(k/k,) curve under these conditionsthen
both becauseof a lower signal and becausemo- definesthe largest value of •, emax,consistent
tion and vibration induced by the waves increasethe noise.Also, of course,the apparatus
respondsto the orbital motion of the waves.
However, if we accept the resultsshownin
Figure 1 as definitive of F(k/k,), and can assumethe Kolmogoroffhypothesisfor the portion
of the spectrumbeingmeasured,then any measure of the spectrallevel at any wave number
establishes
an upper limit to e. This is because
no effects of the kind discussed above can re-

ducethe measuredvalue of •0(k). For a given r,
(3) describesa single family of curves. Any
singlevalue of •0 (k) is sufficientto selectone of
thesecurvesand thereforeto definea particular
value of e. It is the chief purposeof this paper
to demonstrate the use of a technique for de-

Fig. 2. The research vessel C.N.A.V. Oshawa,
showing the probe mountings on the bow and on
the towed body. The over-all length of the ship is
217 feet.
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high (peak to trough) with a wind speed of
about 6 m/sec. The large deviation from the
form F(k/lcs) at the left is consistentwith the
assumptionthat it is due to orbital velocitiesin
the waves if allowance is made for the wave

propagation.
(Although we have plotted the spectraas spatial, they were taken as time spectra,and Taylor's hypothesis was assumed [Hinze, 1959].
This assumption,justified for the turbulence,is
not valid for the waves.The ship was normally
steaming into the wind at about 1.5 m/sec.
Waves of length 6 meterspropagatingat 3 m/sec
then have an apparent period of 1.3 sec,and will
be interpreted as motion of scale2 meters with

Iog•(k)
•
x•

-4.0
-

'•ßß

lc:

0.03 cm -•. This accounts for the location of

the 'wave' peak in the spectrumat this apparlog k
ently anomaloushigh wave number.)
Fig. 3. THe function F(/•//cs) fitted to a measured
The deviation at the right is due to noise.
spectrum in the prescribed manner.
em.•here is 0.023 erg cm-• sec-•.
Figure 4 shows'the result when the same prowith the measurements,provided that Kolmogoroff's hypothesisis valid for the measuredfield. cedure is applied to a spectrum measured at a
The point coincidentwith (0, 0) is (log emax
TM depth of 15 meters in Georgia Strait. ema•is
•"•/•, log •max
TMy•/• ), and hence•maxmay be cal- estimated to be 0.0011 erg cm-• sec-•. We have
permitted one point to lie below our F(k/k,)
culated.
line,
as the possibilityof errors (and mistakes)
Measurementshave been made in the presence of waves by means of the equipment de- made it appear unwiseto basethe result on a
scribed in paper 1. The measuringprobe is a singlepoint. As can be seenin Figures3 and 4,
constant-temperaturehot-film flowmeter,which the region of 'fit' is in the neighborhoodof k =
in the absenceof vibrations and large tempera- I cm-•, correspondingto a scale of the order of
6 cm. This is small scale relative to the depth
ture fluctuations has a broad-band noise level
correspondingto 10-• cm/sec.The signaland its
-2.0

first derivative

-I.0

0 0

1.0

2.0

are recorded on a multichannel

FM tape recorder,and spectralanalysisis performed by an analogue technique upon return
to the laboratory.
As was describedin paper 1, for depthsof 2
meters and lessthe probe was mounted over the
bow of the research vessel C.N.A.V.

Oshawa. For

greater depths it is mounted in a body towed
from the quarterdeck. Figure 2 is a sketch of
the arrangements.
Measurements

have been obtained

on a few

occasionsin Georgia Strait and in Juan de Fuca
Strait, near Vancouver Island, under some
variety of wave conditions.These measurements
are of a preliminary nature, and only rudimentary supportingdata of wavelengthsand heights

andwind speedswereobtainedby 'seaman's
eye.'
Figure 3 showsa measuredspectrumtaken at
a depth of 1.5 meters in the presenceof waves
estimated to be 5 meters long and 0.4 meters
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Fig. 4. The function F(k/k,) fitted to a 'noisy'
measuredspectrum that representsa very low rate
of dissipation of turbulent energy.
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of 1 or 2 meters,and there is a very goodchance expectthe dissipationin sucha wave to be conthat the requirementsfor validity of Kolmogo- centrated in the top meter, and we note from
Table i that between i and 2 meters there is
roff's hypothesisare met.
rather little variation in e, the average being
TABLE 1. Energy Dissipation (ergs cm-• sec-•)
about
0.03 erg cm-• sec-•. Over i meter this
as a Function of Depth below Surface and of Wave
yields about 3 ergs cm-• sec-•, which is a full
Height
order of magnitude less than our best estimate
of input.
Wave Height, meters
Depth,
meters

We are therefore led to infer that almost all
0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

1

1.5
2

0.90

0.042
0.015

0.0052

0.023

0.029

12
15

0.50

0.022
O.0OO25

0.045

0.0011

wave dissipation is concentrated very near to
the surface, essentiallyabove the trough line.
Presumably the mechanismis wave breaking,
with the resulting 'splash turbulence' penetrating very little into the body of the fluid.
The small variation in e with depth bearsno
resemblance to the variation

Table 1 showsa compilationof the data we
now have on e as a functionof wave height and
probe depth. The data are scanty as yet, but
the rather weak dependence
on depth near the
surfaceand the expectedincreaseof e with wave
height are noticeable.Our meteorologicaland
wave data in these preliminary experiments
leave much to be desired, but generally the
waveswere fetch-limited,with the shorterwaves
in equilibriumwith winds of 5-10 m/sec.
It is interestingto comparethe observedturbulent dissipation under the waves with the
rate of energy input to waves.No really reliable
method of determiningthe latter is available,
but if we adopt the view of Stewart [1961] that
a large proportion of the drag of air on water
is wave drag, we may make someestimates.Taking wind speed U as 7 m/sec and guessingthe
wave drag coefficientto be 5 X 10-4, we find
the wave drag to be

Tw • Cd Pair U2

----0.3 dynecm-2

(4)

The rate of energyinput will be given by this
rate of momentum input multiplied by some
mean wave phasespeed.If we take this to be
3 m/see, we find the rate of energyinput to be
•100 ergs cm-• sec-•. This is of course very
rough, but it is difficult to seehow it could be
in error by a factor of as much as 4.
Of the wave energy, more than half is concentrated above the trough line (all the potential energy and some of the kinetic energy),
and more than 90 per cent of the energy in a
wave 6 meterslong is locatedwithin i meter of
the mean surface. It would seem reasonable to

in wave kinetic en-

ergy density (particularly in view of the fact
that dimensionalanalysissuggeststhat e should
dependupon the 3./2 power of the energydensity). It is thus tempting to suggestthat the
observedturbulence is more closelyassociated
with the wind-driven
the waves.

drift

current

than with

The observationsat depths of 12 and 15
meters are even more unlikely to have any connection with the waves. There were substantial

density gradientsat shallowerdepths, and the
tidal currentsare not negligiblein thesewaters.
The observeddissipationrates shouldtherefore
not be taken as typical of these depths in the
open

sea.
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